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Introduction
With the price of oil hitting a six-year 
low at the beginning of 2015, natural 
intuition would lead us to believe that 
investment in green energy would 
also be at a similar low point. Lower 
oil prices reduce production costs for 
firms, as well as transportation and 
home-heating costs for consumers, 
therefore suppressing the demand for 
green energy alternatives. 

Methodology and Data
Methodology: 
• Employed a vector autoregressive model (VAR 

model) using the individual percent changes of 
the five variables over each recorded date in the 
time series. 

• Performed impulse response functions (IRF) and 
forecast error variance decomposition tests 
(FEVD).

Results and Conclusion
• Lag 1 suggests a positive correlation between oil 

prices and green energy company stock prices 
may exist.

• Lag 2 suggests the relationship may be negative.

Model: Et = a0 + a1Et-1 + a2Et-2 + a3Tt + a4Tt-1 + a5Tt-2 + a6Yt + a7Yt-1 

+ a8Yt-2 + a9it + a10it-1 + a11it-2 + a12Ot + a13Ot-1 + a14Ot-2 + εEt

Hypothesis
Hypothesis: Oil prices and the stock 
prices of companies in the green 
energy industry should have a 
positive and statistically significant 
relationship.

Abstract
The purpose of this study is to test for a 
relationship between oil price shocks and 
the stock prices of green energy 
companies. To assess whether a 
correlation exists, a vector autoregressive 
model is employed using oil prices, 
interest rates, Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP), high-technology company stock 
prices, and green energy company stock 
prices. These variables are chosen due to 
their macroeconomic relationships and 
interdependencies. 

Data: 
• Oil prices, interest rates, and GDP data taken from 

the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED).
• High-technology companies and alternative energy 

companies are measured by the closing prices of the 
Arca Tech 100 Index and WilderHill Clean Energy 
Index exchange traded funds (ETFs), respectively. 

• All data is recorded over the past 10 years on a 
quarterly basis.

Variables: 
E = WilderHill Clean Energy Index ETF
T = Arca Tech 100 Index ETF
Y = Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
i = interest rates
O = WTI oil prices (futures closing prices)

ε = exogenous shock
a = parameter
t = time 
t-1 = time at lag 1
t-2 = time at lag 2

Variable |       Obs Mean    Std. Dev.       Min            Max

dloil |        38    .0084465    .1732857 -.7010407   .3233728

dint |        38   -.0747368    .3771926      -1.35   .5599999

dlgdp |    38    .0081794    .0078745  -.0199442   .0197783

dlarca |  38    .0242484    .0893548  -.2017288   .1891079

dlwilderhill |   38   -.0224746    .1882293  -.5937451   .2525258

dlwilderhill |  Coef.       Std. Err.   z        P>|z|       [95% Conf. Interval]

dloil |

L1. |   .7270022    .175092     4.15   0.000     .3838283    1.070176

L2. |  -.6189205    .194694    -3.18   0.001    -1.000514   -.2373274

dint |

L1. |  -.0972503   .0958367    -1.01   0.310    -.2850868    .0905861

L2. |   .1928149   .0932763     2.07   0.039     .0099967    .3756332

dlgdp |

L1. |    2.43686   4.394724     0.55   0.579    -6.176641    11.05036

L2. |   .2857659   3.970439     0.07   0.943    -7.496151    8.067683

dlarca |

L1. |   .4008895   .3955787     1.01   0.311    -.3744304    1.176209

L2. |  -.5807408    .381044    -1.52   0.127    -1.327573    .1660916

dlwilderhill |

L1. |  -.0346414   .1958822    -0.18   0.860    -.4185635    .3492807

L2. |   .2487499   .1807649     1.38   0.169    -.1055428    .6030427

Future Work
• Compile data from previous 20 years
• Increase amount of lags

Summary statistics

Results of VAR

Impulse response functions

Forecast error variance decomposition tests
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